
Growing  
MRO business:  
Closing the gaps
A study of the differing perceptions and 
behaviors within this vital relationship





Reliability, quality and a competitive price are table stakes in the business of maintaining 
and repairing industrial facilities and equipment, commonly known as Maintenance, Repair 
and Operations (MRO). Given the nature of MRO, urgency can often catapult to the top of 
the list of requirements. Sellers who cannot consistently come through will almost certainly 
be dropped from future consideration. 

In an MRO marketplace where the largest competitor has only 7% share, it’s tough out 
there, everywhere. Some companies adapt and thrive — think Netflix. Others become part 
of history — think Blockbuster. Those who understand their markets and customers best will 
adapt faster, and, likely, to their great advantage.

This study explores the ways MRO buyer and seller relationships are changing, and how 
they might change in the future. Exactly 300 MRO professionals were surveyed; 150 buyers 
and 150 sellers.

The findings that follow show where 
communications gaps may lie between 
buyers and sellers, and point to disruptions 
on the horizon that may change where 
sellers are placing their business bets.

Seller Buyer

Executive summary
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Supplier base
Buyers rely quite equally 
on a range of suppliers, both 
traditional and disruptors.

Multichannel needs
Digital channel use is growing 
fastest but demand remains 
for reps and phone/fax.

Accelerating use vs. 
Accelerating spend:
Buyer interactions with sales have 
increased the most but their MRO 
spending has grown fastest 
through Online Marketplaces.

Negative forces
Sellers say the most 
negative impact on their 
MRO business has been 
margin compression due 
to price pressure and 
higher costs.  

Positive forces
Many sellers have seen 
less-than-expected impact 
from manufacturer-
direct buying.

Barriers to optimization
Factors related to the logistics 
of MRO are cited most often as 
barriers to growth: Infrastructure, 
mode optimization and the 
complexities of getting parts to 
the right place at the right time.

Maintaining strength
Sellers’ greatest competitor 
concerns are about 
providing a consistent 
cross-channel experience.

Growth potential
Sellers feel that that improving 
customer experience through 
Order Response Time and 
Ease Of Ordering hold potential 
for MRO revenue growth.  

3D printing (3DP)
The majority of buyers and 
sellers use 3DP for prototyping 
and production. Buyers are more 
likely to expect 3DP will be used 
to produce certain components 
or parts while more sellers 
expect 3DP to play a major 
role in the future.  

Interactions 
& channels

Current state 
of the seller

The future 
of MRO

Buyer criteria

Perception gaps
Buyers cite Ease Of Ordering 
as important in selecting or 
dismissing a supplier. Sellers 
ranked Ease Of Ordering 
one of the least important 
features to their customers.

Alignments & 
misalignments 
Buyers think their current 
suppliers are performing 
well on nearly all measures, 
but few of the capabilities 
sellers are improving match 
top buyer needs. 
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Current state

Types of MRO suppliers

MRO buyers rely on a range of providers for support. When asked to choose all types 
of suppliers they use for MRO, Table 1 shows that over two-thirds chose four out of the 
five options presented, with 3rd Party Service Providers selected by just one-third. No 
respondents chose “other.”

More buyers from large companies work with Traditional Distributors, Online Marketplaces 
and Manufacturers. 

Note: Respondents made multiple selections so the totals will exceed 100%.

Table 1 Total Buyer %
Small 

Buyer %
Medium 
Buyer %

Large 
Buyer %

Online Marketplaces 69 68 66 72

Consumer Retailers 65 60 72 62

Traditional Distributors 70 60 72 78

Direct from Manufacturers 66 64 64 70

Third-Party Service Providers 33 30 30 40

Q11A. Which of the following types of suppliers does your organization use to meet its MRO needs?
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Table 2 Total Seller % Total Buyer %
Small 

Buyer %
Medium 
Buyer %

Large 
Buyer %

Directly With a Salesperson 73 75 70 76 80

Via e-Procurement (company portal) 68 65 64 70 60

Via e-Commerce 71 64 56 70 66

Via a Phone or FAX Order 57 41 46 40 36

Vending Machine 72 63 56 72 60

Direct Pickup 63 56 52 60 56

Q3AR. Overall Ranked — Buyer: Of the interaction methods listed below, which areas are growing the fastest in terms of your usage?  
Seller: Of the interaction methods listed below, which areas are growing the fastest in terms of your sales? 

Interactions

The majority of buyers and sellers are interacting across a range of contact points. Most say 
that Directly With A Salesperson is among the fastest growing, which is heavily influenced 
by buyers from medium-size and large companies.

There is less agreement on the pace of interaction growth for other channels. More sellers 
than buyers think usage of the other five channels is increasing.

Note: Lower scores indicate higher rankings. 

Small Buyer 
10–100 employees

Medium Buyer 
101–999 employees  

Large Buyer
1,000+ employees 
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Growth in channel spending 

When buyers ranked the channels in which their spending has increased the most,  
Online Marketplaces ranked the highest overall, with Consumer Retailers and Traditional 
Distributors essentially tied for second. 

Note: Smaller numbers reflect higher rankings

Table 3 Total Buyer Rank
Small 
Buyer

Medium 
Buyer

Large 
Buyer

Online Marketplaces 2.3 2.5 2.5 2.2

Consumer Retailers 2.8 2.8 2.6 3.0

Traditional Distributors 2.8 2.8 2.8 3.0

Direct from Manufacturers 3.1 3.0 2.9 3.3

Third-Party Service Providers 3.8 4.0 4.0 3.5

Q5B. In terms of your total MRO spend, please rank the following channels in terms of growing spend over the past 12 months?

Important capabilities to buyers vs. sellers

Some significant gaps between what capabilities buyers and sellers think are important.

Q7R. What elements are most important to you as an MRO buyer? / What elements are most important to your MRO customers?

Competitive Pricing
is important to 7% more buyers

Real-Time Product Visibility
is important to 13% more sellers

Products Are Always In Stock
is important to 10% more buyers
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MRO seller performance 

How well are sellers meeting buyers’ needs? On a scale of 1 to 5, with 5 being Excellent, 
suppliers were rated no lower than 3.9 across fifteen service features, and as highly as 4.29. 

The first blue bar in each grouping shows how buyers, overall, rated their suppliers’ 
performance on each capability. The remaining bars show the rankings of buyers who 
use a certain channel the most. For example, the orange bar represents buyers who use 
Traditional Distributors the most.

Given each channel’s unique strengths and weaknesses, it’s not surprising that no channel 
dominates the high or low rankings. General guidance is that channel rankings that fall 
significantly above or below overall buyer ranking may be considered potential competitive 
strength or weaknesses.

Table 4

Q8. MEAN SUMMARY TABLE — How would you rate the performance of your current MRO suppliers in the following areas? 

5.0

4.0
4.5

3.5

5.0

4.0
4.5

3.5

5.0

4.0
4.5

3.5
Ease of 
ordering

One stop 
shop

After-sales 
service and 
support

Consistent customer 
experience across 
channels

Real-time product 
visibility

Inventory 
management

Products are 
always in stock

24/7 
ordering

Convenient 
locations

Available for 
purchase on 
multiple channels

Ease of 
returns

Overall buyer 
ranking of feature

Online 
marketplaces

Consumer 
retailers

Traditional 
distributors

Direct from 
manufacturers

3rd party service providers
(parts billed as part of 
service delivery)

Competitive 
pricing

Order response 
time

Handling of int’l 
paperwork

Receive entire 
order at the same 
time
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Aligning seller capabilities with buyer needs 

Of the top the five capabilities sellers have focused on to support their MRO business  
Ease Of Ordering is the only one that overlaps with any of the five most important 
capabilities to MRO buyers.

Q6R. Overall Ranked — In the past 12 months, 
how has your company shifted its MRO efforts  
to reflect changing business models/customer?

These findings should not suggest that sellers stop improvements in any area. What they do 
suggest is that sellers must be sure to focus on the right improvements. 

In the face of limited resources, sellers may consider collaborating with suppliers and 
business partners for specialized services that can help to accelerate change and growth. 
Sellers might also consider becoming niche players who, due to their specialty, might more 
easily overcome shortcomings in channel and service offerings.

Top 5 influences in buyer spendingTop 5 focus of sellers

Competitive Pricing

Ease Of Ordering

Products Always In Stock

Consistent Experience Across Channels 

Available On Multiple Channels

Convenient Locations

Real-time Product Visibility

Ease Of Ordering

24/7 Ordering

Order Response Time
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Products 
Always In Stock

24/7 
Ordering 

Products 
Always In Stock

Among top 5 buyer criteria in 
Selecting an MRO supplier

Among top 5 buyer criteria in 
Dismissing an MRO supplier

Seller improvements

Criteria for dismissing an MRO supplier 

While Competitive Pricing and Ease Of Ordering make another high-ranking appearance in 
this category, two capabilities appear in the top five for the first time: After-Sales Service 
And Support and Ease Of Returns.

Criteria for selecting an MRO supplier 

Competitive Pricing and Ease Of Ordering were top criteria for more buyers when selecting 
MRO suppliers. The next three criteria speak to the often urgent nature of MRO buying: 
Products Are Always In Stock, 24/7 Ordering and Real-Time Product Availability.

Q9A. What are the leading criteria for selecting an MRO supplier? Q9B. What are the leading criteria for dismissing a supplier?

Buyers’ rules of engagement
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Non-economic factors impacting MRO business 

To better understand how sellers view the non-economic forces affecting them, they were 
asked to choose factors that have most affected their MRO business over the past three years. 

Multiple selections were allowed so the numbers will not equal 100%.

Assessing the present and future of MRO

Rising costs and flat 
pricing are suppressing 

their margins

52%

Uncompensated 
costs cited as an 

unfavorable impact

49%

Manufacturer-direct 
competition hasn’t 

had expected impact 

57%

Business has been gained 
from traditional distributors 

and online channels 

52%

Negative impacts Positive impacts
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Challenges to supply chain optimization 

Study findings to this point have focused on ways sellers might improve service to their 
customers. Arguably, few improvements can be made without an efficient and flexible supply 
chain. Sellers said that they face significant challenges to efficient operations. 

Over one-third of buyers chose three challenges of optimizing a MRO supply chain — 
essentially, the logistics of MRO:

36%
Mode optimization

37%
Infrastructure

37%

Managing the complexities 
of getting parts where 

needed on a timely basis 

Seller challenges vs. the competition 

Table 5 below shows broad seller concern about the competition. Slightly more buyers, 
24%, chose Consistent Customer Experience and 24/7 Ordering as areas they feel 
vulnerable to the competition. Lowest concerns were Handling International Paperwork 
and Receive Entire Order At The Same Time.

The top factor in supplier selection and dismissal, Ease Of Ordering, did not make the top 
five list of seller concerns.

Table 5 Seller %

Consistent Customer Experience Across Web, Sales Person, Phone, etc. 24

24/7 Ordering 24

Competitive Pricing 23

Ease Of Returns 22

Order Response Time (from order through delivery or pickup) 22

Q17X1. Traditional Distributors — What are your biggest challenges to maintaining strength vs. the 
competition — both traditional distributors and emerging channels (e.g. marketplaces, auctions, etc.)?
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Potential for revenue growth 

Despite the ultra-competitive MRO environment, sellers see broad potential to increase 
MRO revenue. Ease Of Ordering, shown previously as highly-influential in buyer decisions, 
is near the top of the list of potential growth opportunities. Its frequent companion, 
Competitive Pricing, is near the bottom.

Table 6 Seller %

Order Response Time (from order through delivery or pickup) 26

Ease Of Ordering 24

Convenient Locations 22

Available For Purchase On Multiple Channels 22

Receive Entire Order At The Same Time 22

Consistent Customer Experience Across Web, Sales Person, Phone, etc. 21

Real-Time Product Visibility 20

Inventory Management (e.g. recurring orders, on site put-away) 20

24/7 Ordering 20

After-Sales Service And Support 19

One Stop Shop (satisfies most or all my customer's needs) 18

Ease Of Returns 17

Competitive Pricing 17

Handling Of International Paperwork (i.e. import/export) 17

Products Are Always In Stock 15

Q20R. Overall Ranked - What areas hold the most potential for increasing MRO revenue?
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Use 3DP extensively within MRO

Use for either prototyping or simple components or parts

Think 3DP will play a role for certain components and parts

See 3DP playing amajor role in the future

Say they would lack confidence in the quality or tolerance of 3DP parts

32% Buyers

55% Buyers

56% Buyers

27% Buyers 33% Sellers

Only 11% Buyers

The role of 3D printing in MRO 

Disruptions are happening in every industry, but 3D Printing (3DP), also known as Additive 
Manufacturing, might be transformational to the future of MRO. 

Any company pursuing 3DP has learned that each pro in the 3D Printing argument often 
comes with a con:

Sellers are more likely than buyers to see 3DP as playing a major role in the future of MRO 
although the majority of both groups see 3DP as an important business tactic.

The ability to do limited 
production runs can help 

companies fulfill orders faster
but

requires fundamental 
operational changes

Faster prototyping 
speeds up product 

development cycles
but

in turn, can wreak havoc 
on inventory planning 

and management

Investing in Additive 
Manufacturing may create 
a competitive advantage

but
at the additional expense 

of new talent and 
equipment
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There is no shortage of challenges for MRO sellers, nor for any industry trying to keep up 
with changing customer demands. This study shows that sellers are putting scarce resources 
against service enhancements they believe will benefit their business the most. The data also 
shows that sellers may need to reassess whether they’re placing their bets in the right places.

Be the easy choice

Buyers are gravitating toward online channels and Ease Of Ordering is a 
predominant buyer need but they’re abandoning more traditional ways of 
interacting and buying. Sellers should focus on making sure all information 
needed is available through whichever channel a buyer prefers.

Smart channel mix strategies

Online marketplaces present an interesting dilemma for sellers since they can 
be both a competitor and a new revenue stream. Having a carefully considered 
strategy for selling through multiple channels is vital to achieving top-line 
revenue while protecting margins.

Build on strengths

The gravitation toward digital channels offers smaller sellers the chance to bring 
their unique customer service knowledge to life in a way that many competitors 
cannot. Sellers should choose partners and tools that build on those strengths to 
the point of meaningful differentiation.

Summary and conclusions
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The power of partnership

Suppliers and other business partnerships can help companies adapt faster, and 
often with less risk and infrastructure expense.

Supply chain and mode optimization: When there are few options for reducing 
expenses, and little ability to raise prices, sellers must look inward for changes. 
Network analysis, mode optimization and supply chain design can help 
companies realize real and lasting improvements.

Technology: Technology can help businesses of any size adapt to growing 
customer demand and improve user experience. The UPS Ready program, 
a service for UPS customers, helps to match companies with integrated 
technology solution providers.

Third-party logistics and distribution: 3PLs, such as UPS Global Logistics and 
Distribution Services, can help companies reach new markets faster with less 
investment and risk.

Authorized Pick-up Locations (APL): APLs such as the UPS Access Point™ 
network, can help companies extend their service networks and improve 
efficiencies by delivering critical parts closer to a customer’s or technician’s 
home, or in between stops. 

3DP for prototyping and production: The majority of buyers and sellers agree that 3D 
Printing has a role in the future of MRO. Sellers looking to improve order response 
time might consider more aggressive implementation of 3DP as a competitive 
advantage. There are ways to contract for 3D Printing services, such as with Fast 
Radius which offers 3D Printing via 100 networked printers at UPS Worldport®.

What these study findings have made clear is that there is no single “right” way to align 
capabilities that will satisfy all buyers. The variables of interaction methods, channel 
spending and company size add interesting context but can distract from the two most 
important messages buyers are sending: 1) They’re more loyal to how well a supplier meets 
their needs than to a supplier relationship, and 2) No two buyers are alike.

Success for MRO sellers will require a thorough and objective knowledge of their 
customers’ needs plus the vision and flexibility to evolve alongside shifting market and 
channel forces — even if that evolution requires educated, leap-of-faith investments and 
reimagining longstanding business models.

Buyers are more loyal to how 
well a supplier meets their needs 
than to a supplier relationship, 
and no two buyers are alike

Sellers’ success requires a thorough and 
objective knowledge of their customers’ 

needs plus the vision and flexibility to evolve 
alongside shifting market and channel forces
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This study is based on a survey of 300 professionals working in the discipline of Industrial 
Maintenance, Repair and Operations (MRO) within companies generating over $10 million 
in annual sales revenue. 

Exactly one-half of respondents were sellers of MRO services and one-half were buyers. 
Several questions address “distributors” or “traditional distributors” which, in the case of 
this survey, meant they were being surveyed as “sellers.”

The largest number of participants work in either discrete manufacturing, process 
manufacturing or wholesale distribution. The departments in which individuals on the sell-
side work were primarily MRO, MRO Planning and Logistics and Transportation. Those same 
departments were reflected on the buy-side as well as Engineering — Plant Maintenance 
and Procurement/Purchasing. 

All surveyed individuals were based in the U.S. although, given the minimum annual sales 
revenue, it is likely that some of their companies operate multi-nationally.

Methodology
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